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ESTANCIA POZO DE CORREA  This ranch holds 22 hectares from which

11 are landscaped. Located in "Agua de las Piedras", department of Totoral, Córdoba Province, 6 km from

"Estancia Jesuítica de Santa Catalina", from which it used to be part of. This ranch's construction was

concluded in 1888. It is located within an extremely productive area, with main emphasis on Jesús María,

Ascochinga, and Estancia La Paz.

The main house has had several improvements, for example the construction of two additional bathrooms,

which have improved its practicality. Four sizable galleries -each of which connects to their respective

dormitories- surround it. It has a great living-dining room.

Close to the main house we find another ranch house that was formerly an indoor swimming pool. It has a

bedroom with its dressing room, a bathroom, a small kitchen, and a living-dining room. To its side stands a

windmill.

On the other hand, it has a sector with seven rooms, four bathrooms, a lounge room and an internal patio. In

this sector we also find the main kitchen, the maid's quarters, and a small warehouse.

We can also find another house at the premises: It consists of one bedroom, a bathroom, a kitchen, a

living-dining room, and a mezzanine.

In a nearby sector we find the housekeeper's house and two tool sheds/warehouses. It also has a gated

swimming pool and an open quincho (place for having barbecues and entertaining).

The Ranch has water supplies from two different wells with a volume adjusted to its necessities. The water is

stored in an underground cistern and in an Australian water tank. Besides this, it also counts with a dam that

is fed by a mountain irrigation canal.

These are the coordinates to the "Estancia Pozo de Correa":

 Characteristics:

 • 22 hectares (54 acres)

• 11 landscaped hectares (27

acres)

• Age: Year 1888

• Main house

• Guesthouse

• House 2 (7 rooms. 3

bathrooms and lounge)

• Lower house

• Swimming pool

• Windmill

• Housekeeper's house

• 2 sheds
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30° 49´ 41.81´´ S. 64° 12´ 49.29´´ O.

Several roads can access it:

1. From Ascochinga passing by the Iglesia Santa Catalina.

2. From Jesús María, entering through San Isidro.

3. From Jesús María, through the road the goes to Ascochinga, going to the right through the road that leads

to Estancia La Porteña, passing by Iglesia Santa Catalina.

4. Passing Jesús María, entering through Barranca Yaco.

5. Coming from the North, through route 60, entering Sarmiento, passing by Cañada de Río Pinto.  
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